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Milieu resigns as Lambda
Chi Alpha president
by Dave Greet)
Staff Writer
Jonathan Millett resigned Monday as president of Lamb-
da Chi Alpha after realizing that certain changes were not
being made within the fraternity.
The University of Maine administration recently revoked
official recognition of Lambda Chi when five members of
the fraternity were summonsed to appear in court on charges
ranging from drug possession to possession of fireworks.
Lambda Chi did get its campus recognition back after
UMaine Hockey Coach Shawn Walsh moved into the house
as in-house adviser.
Millett said when he took over as president in January,
it was evident some changes had to be made.
"We had to call for some changes to improve relations with
university officials and the local community," he said.
Millet said the fraternity had done a community service
project with the Waiting Littles, a part of Downcast Big
Brothers and Big Sisters.
Waiting Littles are children who are on a waiting list to
get a Big Brother or Big Sister, Millett said.
Millett said an improvement in relations within the frater-
nity was also necessary.
"We've been trying to improve participation by the brothers
and relations within the brotherhood," he said.
"People weren't able to accept these changes," he said.
"Consequently, upon my realization that these changes
weren't being made, I decided to resign my presidency."
Walsh said the house may have to be closed, despite re-
cent improvements made to the house by the brothers.
"We might be forced to close the house because ota shor-
tage of numbers," he said. "There's nothing official yet
but we need to assess the problem."
"Its really hard to justify keeping the house open with just
14 people living there," he said.
Walsh also said three fraternities in the last 15 years have
closed and re-opened within a couple of years and have been
better off for that."
"We may need to start from scratch," he said.
Walsh said he was disappointed at the prospect of closing
the house.
"It's really a shame because they have made a dramatic
improvement," Walsh said. "The brothers have put in a
lot of work to improve the place physically."
Donald Redford. IPI(S photo)
7-Eleven target of thefts
by Linda McGivern
Staff Writer
Thirty University of Maine
students were arrested or sum-
monsed on charges of theft dur-
ing 1986.
Christopher Reynolds, an
Orono police officer, said there
were a total of 46 arrests during
1986. Of the 30 UMaine
students charged, 29 were
juveniles.
According to Reynolds, seven
of these thefts occurred at
Ames, one at Thriftway, and 22
at 7-Eleven.
"7-Eleven seems to have the
biggest problem" he said.
"We don't have the manpower
to assign someone (specifically)
to the 7-Eleven store."
He said the rash of incidents
at 7-Eleven is due to the large
number of intoxicated students
who gather at that store late on
weekend nights.
Jerry Goldsmith, a Bangor
lawyer who has represented
some of these students, said the
7-Eleven store in Orono is one
of the primary targets of
student-related theft incidents.
"This store has got a real pro-
blem," Goldsmith said. "It's a
real risk there."
He also said the number of
thefts occurring at the Orono
7-Eleven is due, in part, to the
large number of drunk students
who patronize the store Friday
and Saturday nights.
The dollar value of these
thefts is normally not large,
Goldsmith said.
"I have not seen one over
$2." he said. "But you're not
immune from (prosecution) just
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7-Eleven store, Main Street, Orono.
because you take something lit-
tle."
Theft of goods with dollar
values of up to $500 are Class
E misdemeanors. Fines for first
offense thefts depend on the cir-
cumstance of the crime, but
usually entail a $100 minimum.
Goldsmith said, however, it is
not the fine or the extent of the
crime that becomes a burden in
(Baer photo
the long run; it is the record of
an arrest with a conviction.
He said being caught and
convicted of a crime like
shoplifting is an "emotionally
devastating experience."
Some states offer what is call-
ed a pretrial diversion, which
means a theft record of the sort
(See THEFT page 2)
Redford discusses king Tut's  
ancient Egyptian relative
by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
Donald Redford, Professor of Near Eastern
Studies at the University of Toronto, presented
a lecture on ancient Egypt Monday, Feb. 16, in
Neville Hall.
The lecture, entitled "Akhenaten: The
Discovery of the Lost Pharoah" was sponsored
by the Guest Lecture Series, a board of the Stu-
dent Government.
"Our project is unique in that most
people dig for the goodies and then
attempt the reconstruction. We did
the reconstruction first and then
dug for it."
Donald Redford
Redford, a prominent archaeologist, has ex-
cavated in such countries as Israel, Jordan, and
Egypt. He has also served as the director of the
East Karnak Excavations, in Egypt, for 12 years.
Redford has been working on a project, to ex-
cavate temples and buildings important to the
Pharoah Ahkenaten, who ruled Egypt in the 14th
century B.C.
"Our project is unique in that most people dig
for the goodies first and then attempt the
reconstruction. We did the reconstruction first
and then dill for iL " Redford said.
According to Redford, Ahkenaten was an im-
portant pharoah because he broke with the tradi-
tional religion in Egypt and set up the firsrone-
diety religion: that of worshipping the sun-disc.
Ahkenaten was the husband of Nefertiti, and
father-in-law of Tutankhamen, better known as
king ibt, Redford said
The University of Maine Classics Club has
been sponsoring 10 days of movies and lectures,
of which Redford was apart, on Egyptian art and
culture.
'There will be a film Feb. 17 entitled `Tilt the
Boy King' in Neville Hall, and a lecture with
slides given by Noreen Doyle, a graduating senior
of Anthropology/Art Wednesday evening, entitl-
ed 'Defending Ma'at: The King Against Foriegn
Foes'," Karen-Edis Barzman, assistant pro-
fessor of Art, and faculty advisor for the Classics
Club, said.
2 The Daily Maine Campus
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*Theft (continued from page I)
already described would be erased after
one to two years.
Maine has no system of pretrial diser-
sion; theft records are never erased.
"If you could pay a penalty and not
(have) a record, it would be a lot
easier," Goldsmith said.
Alan Reynolds, director of the
UMaine Department of Police & Safe-
ty, said the department deals only with
thefts from the Memorial Union
bookstore.
Students caught stealing from the
bookstore are usually sent to the conduct
Quit smoking.
American Heart
Ny Association
officer instead of directly to court.
Sometimes, however, they are sent to
both.
"We have options that other (com-
munities) don't have," he said.
Chris Reynolds said the Orono police
can choose two options in dealing with
shoplifters: an arrest or a summons,
depending upon the cooperation of the
offender.
He said the institution of the conduct
officer for on-campus crimes allows
students to receive lighter punishment
than they normally would off
campus.
"To think someone shouldbe treated
differently because he is a college kid
just doesn't hold water," Reynolds
said.
He said students more readily commit
crimes on campus because they believe
they will probably be sent to the conduct
officer instead of court or jail.
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"They don't realize at the time the ef-
fect of (the theft)," Reynolds said.
"Most people are stealing something
it's just not worth risking your total
future to steal."
John Holtey, a 7-Eleven employee,
said he has caught students stealing
when he used to work weekends and has
been to Court a number of times to aid
in the prosecution of these thefts.
"It's stupid behavior," he said.
"(Students) drink too much and for
some reason or another, they feel they
have to steal something."
Holtey said the district court judge is
"getting pretty tough" on students who
'are caught stealing, and has even recently
assigned 48 hours worth of jail time to
two students.
"We probably miss most of the thefts,
and that may be why people do it," he
said. "But once they're caught, they sure
regret it."
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Financial aid
extended
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Writer
Classifications for students currently
receiving financial aid for higher educa-
tion have changed as a result of new
federal legislation.
; The Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act was signed into law on
Oct. 17, 1986 and took effect in Jan.
1987.
According to Burt F. Batty, director of
student aid at the University of Maine,
the law extended the federal financial aid
programs for another five years.
"But Congress has introduced some
new twists," he said.
The significant changes include
changing the qualifications for
Guaranteed Student Loans to a totally
needs-based system, Batty said.
"Students who have received GSLs in
the past and used who loan to pay the
amounts that they or their parents were
expected to come up with will no longer
be able to do that," Batty said.
Gianna Marrs of the UMaine Finan-
cial Aid Office said the GSL loan limits
have changed. For freshmen and
sophomores the litnit is now $2,625,
--C:ompared to the previous limit of $2,500:
"That $125 represents additional
funds to cover the charges the banks
assessed for processing," Marrs said.
"When you borrowed $2,500 in the
,past, you never got the entire $2,500. At
least now you'll get $2,500," she
added.
For juniors and seniors, the ceiling
was raised to $4,000 and for graduate
students the amount is now $7,000.
"That's the good news," said Marrs,
"the bad news is now you have to prove
need. "
Batty said he is concerned about
holding down student indebtedness and
would like to see more grants and
scholarships.
"I am not sure that this is healthy,"
he said. "With all the concern about stu-
dent indebtedness, I don't think raising
the loan limit is the answer."
The new law also incorporated age
criteria into the definition of an indepen-
dent student.
"According to national indicators, six
percent of students who were classified
as dependent will be classified as self
supporting.
"However, of the students currently
classified as self-supporting, 18 percent
will become dependent," said Batty.
"There is no doubt that this is going
to benefit some and hurt others," he
added.
Batty said some of these changes will
restrict eligibility and that families will
have to do more.
"It is the family's responsibility,"
Ratty said "Some families don't want -
to sacrifice any of their comforts to send
their children to college."
Batty expressed concern with Presi-
dent Reagan's proposed budget which
would eliminate two student loan pro-
grams, college work-study and restrict
grants.
"The bill is out of tune with reality.
I have been told that it has no chance
of passing," Batty said.
  
Rita Chesley, executive secretary in
UMaine President Dale Lick's office
- said Lick is in the process of composing
a letter to the legislature on the impact
of these changes on the university.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Student Life Fee: A Proposal 
Why a Student Life Fee
To improve the range of programs and services provided for you on this campus which should, at the very least, be comparable to those
offered students at other New England Land-Grant Universities. These programs and services should address the unique needs of University
of Maine students. However, you should know that mandatory fees at the other five New England Land-Grant Universities range from $284
to $933 for 1986-87. Total tuition and fees at these institutions show Maine to be significantly lower than the others.
1986-87
In-State Tuition Out-of-State Tuition
Instituion and Mandatory Fees and Mandatory Fees
Vermont S3198 S8468
New Hampshire $2625 $6795
Rhode Island $2120 $5806
Massachussetts $1996 $5020
Connecticut $1941 $5561
Maine $,1565 $4616
Who Will Pay. The Fee
All full-time students, undergraduate students registered for 12 hours and graduate students registered for 6 hours, will pay the S100 per
semester fee. Part-time students may pay the fee voluntarily or pay for service on a per use basis.
What The Fee Will Cost
  it is proposed that $100.00 a semester be paid by all full-time students. This-fee-will eliminate several charges currently aid by students,
such as the All Sports Pass fee ($40/yr), the Health fee (S80/yr), and admission_ costs for athletic events and activities sponsored by the Depart-
ments of Music. Dance and Theater.
What-Ate-The Benefits For Students
I. Admission to Music, Dance and Theater events on campus and six regular season events sponsored by the Maine Center for the Arts.
2. Increased social, educational, and cutural programs for both traditional and non-traditional students at the Memorial Union; including
dances, films, concerts, and special events.
3. Out-patient health services at the Cutler Health Center including physician visits, laboratory tests, x-ray services, gyn clinic and health
education and counseling.
4. Admission to all regularly scheduled home athletic events including admission and bus transportation for athletic events at the Bangor
Civic Center. A minimum of 1200 seats per game will be set aside for students for ice hockey. This number could be adjusted upward as
demand for seating availability permit.
5. Academic program enrichment ($200,000) to increase library holdings, computer clusters, faculty positions, etc.
6. Student life i•nrichment ($100,000) such as career and personal counseling, a student information radio band, and a health educator to
deal with student life issues as AIDS, rape awareness, and stress.
7. Faculty/staff development ($100,000) for such things as faculty and staff participation at professional conferences, travel funds for students
to present papers in their major area, and workshops to improve classroom teaching and academic advisement.
8. Expanded child care program ($100,003) through purchase and/hr renovation of facilities and by increasing the number of student children
served.
9. Facilities improvement ($100.000) to increase exterior lighting on campus and to upgrade classroom and laboratory facilities.
10.University enhancement 1$30,000) to be used for special projects.
The preceding are only examples of how funds might be spent. Final decisions about the use of these funds will be made by the administrator
for each area with the advice and consultation of appropriate student advisory committeees as well as the Mandatory Fee Budget Committee,
How Will Students Be Represented
The President of the University, in consultation with the President of Student Government, will appointa permanent Slandatory Fee Budget
Review Committee composed of students, faculty, and administrators to advise on all matters pertaining to the fee including a policy on
waivers. Student membership shall number one more then the faculty/administration membership. The Dean of Student Services shall serve
as ex-officio chair of the Committee
We urge you to contact any of the following committee members for further information, and to share your reaction to a Student Life Fee
propotal to be presented to President Lick.
Ad Hoc Mandatory Fee Budget Committee
Name Address Phone Number Name Address Phone Number
x111140 Dave Mitchell Student Gov't s1775Tom Allen Off-Campus Board Office
Memorial Union Memorial Union
Christopher Boothbv Student Gov't K1775 Darlene Ray 248 York Hall x4511
Memorial Union Sara-Jean Rizkalla 151 Park St Apt A 866-3918
Gail Brochu Student Gov't x1775 Orono
Memorial Union Michael Scott Off-Campus Board Office x1840
Judith Chapman 305 Estabrooke Hall 84.144 Memorial Union
Gary Fetteroll Phi Gamma Delta 44173
Jennifer Fitz-Patrick 297 So. Main Si. 8174392 Robert Cobb Shibles Hall 581-2441
Old Town Ludlow Hallman 209 Lord Hall 581-1249
John Gallant 416 Corbett Hall 8,473 Kenneth Hayes 15 North Stevens 581-1883
Steve Gelatt 37E University Park 866-4196 Julia Watkins 201 Fernald Hall 581-2383
Orono
Eric Hase 29 Forest Ave. 866-7800 Thomas Chitock Wilson Student Center 866-4227
Orono Thomas Aceto 107 Alumni Hall 581-1407
Stacey Hong
Peter Marchi
Robert McMahan
Don McMullin
208 Cumberland Hall
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
29 Forest Ave.
x4932
x3852
866-4943
866-7800
Betsy Allin
Stuart Haskell
Joel Katz
Cutler Health Center
Memorial Gym
Maine Center for the Arts
581-44510
581-1057
581-1804
Orono David Rand Memorial Union 581-1731
Dwight Rideout 1Chairperson) Memorial Union 581-1408
4Frozen Stillwater river
unsafe for walking
Walking on the frozen Stillwater river is unsafe, a University of Maine pro-
fessor said Monday.
Kenneth Deal, a UMaine professor of aerospace studies, said he hat seen
many footprints crossing the river. - - .
"The Stillwater river is treacherous. It is -hever completely frozen," he
said.
Deal said he hs been, living along the river for more than four years and
has never heard of anyone falling through the ice.
He said he was worried about new students who might wander on to the ice.
"It's just never safe and someone could fall through the ice very easily,"
he said.
A dispatcher for the Orono Police Department said there have been no com-
plaints filed with the department about the problem this year, but said they
will check into it.
The change is coming
Monday. Feb. 23
-It
* 6 Events:
• - Foul Shooting Shot Put (for distance)
4( 
• Obstacle Course - Bench Press
• - Frisbee Throw (for accuracy) - Scooter Relay
SUNDAY
Dynamic
Duo
Night
FEBRUARY 22
7 p m
4' A Division - Highly skilled and virsity athletes
• B Division - Participants with less athletic ability
. - 
Maximum 16 couples per division
Dinners for two and T-sfiirts as prizes for top 7 places• in each division
•SE Entry Deadline - Thursday, February 19
Applications available at the Recreational Sports Office
140 Memorial Gym _ —
* 
• (open to students, faculty, staff and their spouses)
*• ******************************1
•
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Stack joins UMCES
professorial staff
by Monica Wilcox
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Cooperative
Extension Service added a new member
to its staff this year.
Lois Berg Stack, a native of Wiscon-
sin, will provide technical support in or-
namental horticulture to Extension
agents in Maine and will serve part time
as an assistant professor of landscape
horticulture in the university's Depart-
ment of Plant and Soil Sciences.
Stack said her decision to come to
Maine was influenced by her career op-
portunities as well as the similarity bet-
ween the two states.
"The split between teaching and exten-
sion interested me, " she said, "and
Maine's climate being so much like
Wisconsin as well as the industries be-
ing very similar influenced me too."
Devon Phillips, information and
publications editor of UMaine's
Cooperative Extension Service, said
Stack will do "very well" here. .
"Her appointment is 60 percent exten-
sion, which provides technical assistance
to extension agents, along with the other
40 percent teaching, she'll provide peo-
ple with information to serve Maine,"
Phillips said.
Staek said she is .teaching
undergraduate students landscape hor-
ticulture and the first freshman class will
be offered this fall.
"The program is new but it's grow-
ing," Stack said, "There are three
teachers and we're really excited about
it.
tial landscapes for a firm in Verona, Wis.
and taught in the University of
Wisconsin-Madison's Department Of
Horticulture.
She also assisted with the depart-
ment's Integrated Pest Management pro-
gram and held positions with Wiscon-
sin's Extension Service ranging from
summer intern to specialist for
floriculture and horticotkuje.
In her extension program, Stack said
she works with county agents and direct-
ly with the industry, such as the Maine
Florist Association.
"I need to work on the growers,"
she said. "When I can better identify
their problems we can work together. It's
fun to work with them."
Stack said she enjoys working in
Maine so far.
"I really like Maine. It's a beautiful
state," Stack said. "The people here
have been cooperative, congenial and
ve hel ful."
Before accepting UMaine's position, Lois Bert Stack.
Stack designed commercial and residen-
(PICS photo)
What: Senior Portraits
Where: South Lown Room,
Memorial Union
When: Feb. 9-13, 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Feb. 16-20, 9 a.MserS p.m.'
This is your chance to pick the best time for you
to have your Senior Portrait. Portraits will be taken
the weeks of Feb. 9 and Feb. 16 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.-The portraits are free and will only betaken on
'these dates.
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Career office assists seniors in job search
by Mark Kellis
Staff Writer
It's not too late for graduating seniors
to benefit from the services at the office
of Career Planning and Placement, said
Patricia Counihan, associate director.
Counihan said even if seniors don't
take advantage of the on-campus inter-
views that the office arranges, seniors
may benefit from the office's other
services.
Those other services include a career
bulletin with job listings, and workshops
on resume writing and interview techni-
ques, Counihan said.
"We encourage everyone to register
with our office," she said.
Counihan -said that seniors, once
registered, stay on the office's mailing
list, even after graduation.
"We help more than just the students
who have on-campus interviews," she
added.
One of the ways that the office helps
students is through its career counseling
program, she said. r
Counihan said a career counselor
helps a student find a link between
his/her major and possible careers.
"Often people have no clue about
what they can do with their major,"
she said.
Counihan said the counselor makes
the student aware of the resources
available in the office's career library.
Among those resources is a com-
puterized career guidance system called
SIGI PLUS.
"SIGI PLUS is highly recommended
as a follow-up to a career counselor,"
Counihan said.
Counihan said one of the next phases
in career guidance is helping the student
develop strategies in order to find a job.
Research works.
These strategies include learning how
to write a focused resume and finding
out who to contact to set up interviews
and ultimately get a job, she said.
In order to get an interview, a senior
must first register with the office. After
selecting the companies they aro in-
terested in interviewing with the senior
must meet a deadline for prescreening,
Counihan said.
In the pre-sreening process, the com-
pany decides whether to interview a stu-
dent based on a resume this student
submitted.
If the student is selected for an inter-
view, s/he must schedule a time to have
this interview, said Counihan.
Some companies don't require this
pre-screening, and interviews are on a
first-come, first-serve basis, she said.
Counihan said students who plan
their job search well are usually the most
successful in finding jobs.
She added-that students do a lot of the
work theirikelOts.
"We're just here to give them a kick
M the pants," she said.
Counihan said a new program, called
the Maine Mentor Program, helps all
students, not only seniors, gain first-
hand career information.
Students who are interested in talking
to professionals in different fields in the
Bangor. Portland, and Boston area can
do so through this program, she said.
Four hundred UMaine alumni have
lent their support to the program, and
students contact them and set up ap-
pointments, Counihan said.
Sherry Earley, assistant director, said
seniors are often nervous about finding
jobs.
However, she said, "The better the!
are prepared, the better their
chances."
M'ik FIGHTING, t-OR
YOUR UFE
American Heart
Association
a Need a free plane ticket
a
anywhere Eastern flies?
If so, register to dance in Gamma
Sigma Sigma's'.Dance-a-thon,
February 21, 1987. The two people
who raise the most money will get
a free ticket for anywhere Eastern
flies. Many other super prizes will
be given away and money raised
goes to Rosen Radiation Oncology
Center - Breast Cancer Clinic.
Registration and pledge forms
available in the Student Activities
Office, Memorial Union.
-7r-W44;4L4i-itW7=Zr-73=li 44 -
3
Career Planning and Placement employee uses SIGI PLUS.
(Gustafson photo)
John Cafferty
C.4 The Beaver Brown Band
WINTER CARNIVAL
8:00 PM., Saturday, February 2, 1987
• 
Wadsworth Gymnasium
- -Colby College, Waterville, Maine
$7.00
Call the Student Activities Office at Colby College
for ticket sales location. 872-3338.
The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesdas. February 17, 1987.
World/U.S. News
Woman with
AIDS assaulted
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (API —
' A woman claims she was sexually
Assaulted by a man, even after she
told him she was infected with
AIDS, police said.
The woman said she was sitting
on the steps of a building early
Saturday when a man grabbed her,
dragged her into an alley and
assaulted her, said Detective Capt.
Benn Polk.
The 26-year-old woman, whom
Polk did not identify, was taken to
the Atlantic City Medical Center
after reporting the assault.
the Sunday Press of Atlantic Ci-
ty said it learned from sources that
the woman has a record of arrests
on prostitution charges and carries
a medical identification card
stating she has AIDS.
Detective Daniel Loen was in-
,.estigating the case.
Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome is a fatal illness that robs
the body of its disease-fighting
ability. It is most often transmit-
ted by contaminated hypodermic
needles and by intimate sexual
contact.
"Amerika" called
political scandal
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The
official Polish • government
newspaper said Monday the
American television miniseries
about a Soviet takeover of the
United States was "a political scan-
dal" aimed at stirring up anti-
Soviet attitudes.
The commentary in the com-
munist government's daily
newspaper, Rzeczpospolita, ap-
News Briefs
peared a day after the first episode -
of ABC-TV's 141/2 hour series
"Amerika" was broadcast in the
United States.
The newspaper said the goals of
the series were "scaring American
society, shaping a belief that the
Soviet Union is threatening
America, and by this to convince
people to support military pro-
grams forced by the military-
industrial complex, including the
Strategic Defense Initiative. "
Island residents
stranded
BAYFIELD, Wis. (AP)- — It's
either too warm or too cold for
most residents of Madeline Island
in Lake Superior to reach the
mainland this winter.
"I would like it to either get
warm so the ferries can run or get
cold so we can have an ice
road." said islander Arnie
Nelson, 36.
He and his brother Ron, 31,
operate a contruction business and
plow the ice road for the island
town of LaPointe and test it daily
for safety.
So far this year, the 2 I/2-mile
road plowed through the snow bet-
ween the island and Bayfield on
the mainland has been closed.to
the public because the ice is not
thick enough to be safe.
But there was enough ice to stop
the ferryboats on Jan. 25.
"There's only between seven and
11 inches of ice. ... Usually we
like to have a minimum of 12 in-
ches of ice," said Nelson, noting
that the ice road would be 18 in-
ches to two feet thick in a normal
Winter.
"A lot of winter people ... look
forward to the ice road so they can
come and go as they please. This
year, they're not going to have that
luxury, it doesn't look like," said
Nelson.
The island has about 158 perma-
nent residents and about 120 stay
through the winter, he said.
There are other safe ways off the
island. Many residents have
snowmobiles, which are light
enough to cross the ice, and the
island has an airport.
Wall collapses, 14
killed
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — A
wall collapsed on a school court
yard Monday in Punjab state, kill-
ing 12 children and two teachers,
the United News of India reported.
The news agency said at least 40
children were injured, 23 of them
seriouly, in the collapse of a two-
story wall at the Tagore Modern
Public School in Nawanshahar,
about 185 miles northwest of New
Delhi.
All the children were under age
9, the news agency said.
More than 85 children initially
were trapped in the debris, the
agency said.
United News of India quoted
unidentified officials as saying a
faulty foundation could have caus-
ed the collapse.
Loftey says he was
unaware of theft
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
Antonio DiMillo's accountant
testified Monday he was unaware
of more than $100,000 that was
allegedly controlled by DiMillo un-
til he was told about it by federal
officials, as the prosecution mov-
ed toward closing out its tax-fraud
case against the Portland
restaurateur in U.S. District Court. .
Under questioning by the
government, Najeeb Lotfey said he
thought the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice had "gone on a deep sea
fishing trip" when it began to audit
DiMillo in 1984.
Lotfey• also said he had not
known Frank Goldman — the
alias for the man who was indicted
with Dimillo — but knew
Goldman had made loans to
DiMillo before.
Goldman was an alias for Frank
Vendituoli of Barrington, R.I., an
alleged underworld figure who was
indicted with DiMillo. Vendituoli
died Friday at age 72, in a Pro-
vidence, R.I., hospital where he
was being treated for lung
problems.
Wideman trial
date set
FLAGSTAFF, Az. (AP) — A
May 12 trial date has been set for
the son of novelist John Edgar
Wideman in the stabbing death of
another youth at a Flagstaff motel
last summer.
Judge William (iarbarino, who
set the date, had ruled last Wednes-
day that Jacob Wideman, 17, must
stand trial as an adult in the slay-
ing of 16-year-old Eric Kane of
New River, N.Y.
Garbarino also ordered the
youth held without bond in the
CoconinO County Juvenile Deten-
tion Center.
Wideman pleaded innocent to
the first-degree murder charge at
his arraignment on Friday.
Kane was stabbed to death in
August in a motel room he was
sharing with Wideman. The two
were part of a group that was tour-
ing the West on a trip sponsored
by a sports camp in Maine.
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulations require that you verify
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been arranged for your convenience star-
ting on February 23rd and ending on February 27th.
Orono Campus
Monday-through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Veterans Affairs Ofttce,-VOIngate- Mall
Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Student Union
We'd like to introduce
you to the newest
spokesman for the
American Heart
Association.
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Enrollment trends
predicted
SAN FRANCISCO, CA (CPS)
— Public colleges will be
dominated more and more by
white, upper-class students over
the next decade, a leading observer
of enrollment trends predicts.
- Thomas Mortenson, a senior
researcher with the American Col-
lege Testing Program in Iowa,
presented his conclusions — bas-
ed on current statistical treand —
to the recent convention of the Na-
tional Council of Higher Educa-
tion Loan Programs in San
Francisco.
"In the mid-1970s, the difference
in the rates of whites and non-
whites going on to college after
high school virtually closed,"
Mortenson says. "It dropped to
three percent.
"Since 1980, the access gap has
widened dramatically to 15 per-
cent. "
The gap, Mortenson says, is
wider now than it has been in the
25 years data have been collected
on the subject.
Mortenson believes a lower
percentage of minority high school
grads are going on to public col-
leges now because low-income
families may be reluctant to bury
themselves in the huge debt
necessary to send their kids to '
four-year colleges, and because
vocational and community col-
leges offer a lower-cost alternative
for them.
Meanwhile wealthier students,
taking advantage of federal sub-
sidies and increasing aid from
public institutions, now gravitate
toward state schools instead of
more-expensive private colleges, he
says.
"State schools are "becoming
whiter in the process," he says.
Frank Balz of the National
Association for Independent Col-
leges and Universities deagrees.
"One cannot assume because
private schools are more expensive
that we will lose enrollments,"
he argues.
However, Bali says independent
colleges will have to come up with
ways to keep competitive and
enroll a greater percentage of
minority students.
"These youth must be encourag-
ed in their secondary schools years
to continue in a college track,"
he says.
"We are recruiting (from)
minority pools, but also (among)
older students and those who
dropped out at one point and want
to return," he says. "We have
added programs to serve these
students."
WERE EGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
American Heart
Association
Have a story idea?
Call The Maine Campus
If you know of an event or an issue
that you think should be covered in
the newspaper give us a call at
5811271 or 1267.
Classifieds
Earn $480 weekly- $60 per hun-
dred envelopes stuff-
ed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers
needed for company project
stuffing envelopes and assembl-
ing materials. Send stamped
self addressed envelope to JBK
Mailcompany P.O. box 25-61
Castaic, California 91310.
Wilde Stein-a gay/lesbian stu-
dent support group meets every
Thursday at 6:00 pm, Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union
buildings
Overseas jnt,s. 3ummer, yr
round. Europe, S. Amer.,
Australia, Asia. All fields.
S900-2000/mo. Sightseeing. Free
info. Wrist 13C. ROL pox
52-ME1, Corona dal kisp, CA
106r.
-
Live-in nanny to care for infant
girl in lovely seaside town north
of Boston. Child care experience
and references a must. Pay
negotiable. Call 617-423-2700
and leave a message for Nick.
Student/plumber-needs
work. Fully licensed, low UM
rates. Call Rob Zeller at
866-5577.
Tickets to Canada, reduced
price. 3 tickets from Bangor io
Ontario Airport, roundtrip -
¶150 each, save S120. April 2 -
April 9. Call 565-2188 now.
Classifieds are 50' per
Rae. They are published cos
Tees. & Thurs., ash aft Iso.
Meadows sod Illidadsillibh
before mesa 
• ts4
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Questions about your career?
Talk to someone who knows!
THE MAINE MENTOR PROGRAM
Over 400 UNIaine alumni waiting to be visited at their work sites in
Bangor. Portland or Boston. Eleven major career areas represented:
Agriculture
Business
Communications
Engineering
Education
Forestry
Government
Health
Human Services
Law
Science & Math
Questions you might ask when you meet with your mentor:
• What do you like/dislike about your work?
• What has been your career path? How did you get your first job?
• What courses or experience might be most helpful for me if
I want to enter your line of work?
• What personal qualities are important fox' success in this career?
• What advice can you give me if I want to enter your career field?
What do students and mentors who have participated in the program say?
Students
"He was very helpful...He told me many things which I would never have
learned in a classroom. I am very glad I had him to talk to."
"This was a great experience for me...She gave me a tour of the whole television
station and was very willing to talk about her expewience as well as how she
got started in the field. I think the Maine Mentor Program is excellent..."
"The meeting was extremely helpful. I got all my questions answered and
much more. It was pure enjoyment talking with Mr. Robinson and his wife.
I have nothing but praise for your program."
Mentors
"This type of program is long overdue, in my opinion. Too many new
graduates hate no knowledge of sales and marketing as it is!"
"I only wish we had such a program when I was at UMO!"
"I think it's high time UMO developed a strong alumni-networking
system. The mutual funds/financial services industry offers great career
opportunities for college grads and I'd be pleased to do whatever I can."
Sample employers on file
UNUM Life Insurance Company
Texas Instruments
Steve Maines Photography
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Maine
Kleinschmidt Associates
Leisure Center for the Handicapped
Jackson Labs
U.S. Secret Service
S.D. Warren Company
John Hancock Insurance
Maine Accounting and Computer Services
Bar Harbor Airways
Maine Medical Center
E.F. Hutton & Company
Community Broadcasting Services
U.S. General Accounting Office (Washington)
Agritech Systems, Inc.
Scudder Fund Distributors
Lotus Development Corporation
Bank of New England
March Break is a Perfect Time to Make
Your Career Contacts Through the Maine
Mentor Program -- ACT NOW!
Contact: Office of Career Planning and Placement,
Wingate Hall, Tel: 581-1159
not ~ail Appommtv pipo Career Pk:anise mod Placement
g Association
_ _ _
A.41.
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Editorial
Patriotic points
Monday, Americans recognized the birthday oftheir country's first president and foundingfather George Washington.
It's nice that the American public still remembers the
achievements of a man born more than 250 years ago.
The name George Washington remains a great source
of pride for Americans, as we remember his role in our
war for independence and the subsequent building of
our nation.
But the observance of his birthday is, in part,
somewhat of a hypocritical gesture.
George Washihgton's birthday actually falls on Fsb.
22, but has been automatically celebrated on the third
Monday in February for almost 20 years.
In June 1968, the 90th Congress passed Public Law
90-363, to "provide for uniform annual observances of
certain legal public holidays on Monday."
The law specifically designates the holidays of
Memorial Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, and Veterans'
Day, in addition to Washington's birthday for observance
on Mondays.
Presumably, the law was passed to give workers a
three-day weekend, instead of breaking up the work
week for the sake of a holiday.
But, doesn't a great patriot such as Washington war-
rant enough respect so that Americans could at least
recognize him on his true date of birth?
Doesn't a Martin Luther King, Jr., a Christopher Col-
umbus, or a war veteran deserve this same type of
respect as well?
Federal employees are the principle beneficiaries
receiving Monday holidays off, but now many other
Americans also get these days off.
The fact is. American workers get too much time off
nowadays.
It was only in the earlier part of this century, before
much of our child labor legislation, that many American
children worked in excess of 40 hours a week.
Today, with sick days, personal days, holidays, and so
on, it has become increasingly difficult to find an adult
American putting in a 40-hour work week.
It's a shame that workers now get national holidays
tailored to, conveniently fit around their work schedules
as well.
If someone, some group, or something is deemed im-
portant enough by the American public to deserve na-
tional recognition on a specific date, Americans should
feel compelled to hold that date as sacred.
The holiday should not be changed simply for the
convenience of the work force.
After all, these dates were set aside for the purposes
of showing respect or giving recognition.
They were not intended to be excuses for additional
time off from work.
A DOLLALt.
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Hate mail.
Just about every staff writer at The
Daily Maine Campus has gotten a piece
or two of hate mail.
A lot of it is anonymous, therefore un-
printable, some of it obscene, and most
of it amusing.
The strange thing about hate mail is
that we always receive it for articles or
editorials that are meant to be innocuous
— pieces we thought were totally
harmless and uninflammatory.
An example of some good hate mail
is a letter I received after my column
complaining about Mainer stereotypes.
It started:
"By Jeezus, when we seen your ahticle
in that college freak pap-uh, we said,
'Don't she know nothin"bout the real
Maine?'
Gorry, it breaks our collective heahts
to think that you ain't nev-ah had the
great fortune to sit on a wicked cunnin'
porch all gussied up in your Pepperidge
Fahm man' gahb, waitin' with baited
breath for the commencement of the
Beano tournament."
It was signed Bert and I.
Then there are the ones condemning
the grammar and spelling of the writers
that go something like this:
"The grammer in the Campus is terri-
ble. Its to bad your journalism majors.
You should change proffessions."
People also like to personally attack
a staff reporter because s/he got some
fact wrong in a story or because the let-
ter writer doesn't agree with an opinion
expressed on the editorial pages.
They start off "Jan, you ignorant
slut..." or "Becky, you callous b----...
and are usually from people who don't
even know us.
It's not that we set out to write
scathing editorials in the hopes of receiv-
ing letters, although there is an unofficial
tally in the newsroom of who's gotten the
most "fan" mail — Tom Higgins is
ahead by miles — and the more amus-
ing letters are always passed around for
a laugh.
A lot of letters are intelligently writ-
ten with points well-taken and help the
staff writer learn and improve.
But my favorites have to be the ones
from irate individuals who have totally
missed the point of a piece. These peo-
ple seem to have no concept of sarcasm,
irony, or hurnor.
One woman wrote in after an editorial
on inconsiderate pedestrians in which it
was jokingly suggested that a point
system be created to run down students
walking in the road.
The woman wrote to inform us that
such a point system would be illegal.
Oh.
After a column on how brown-nosing
students ought to be shot, another staff
writer was sent a letter asking her if she
were advocating murder.
Of course.
In any case, hate mail is a source of
suggestions, improvements, and, at the
very least, amusement. Keep it coming.
_ofire* artiv.mit .44 •
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MPAC demonstration set
To the editor:
On Oct. 10th and Nov. 10th
of last year, the Maine Peace
Action Committee staged two
successive demonstrations out-
side the headquarters of the
UMaine Foundation in Bangor.
Our intention was to con-
front the Foundation on its un-
willingness to divest its cor-
porate holdings in apartheid
South Africa.
On both occasions, we were
met with evasiveness, hostility,
and orders to leave the premises.
Students
Foundation Director Thomas
Harper was mysteriously
absent.
It is our belief that Mr.
Harper is unwilling to come
face to face with the conse-
quences of his actions. His
foundation profits from a
system that feeds on poverty
and racial hatred.
The state legislature in
Augusta recently passed a bill to
divest state funds from South
Africa. We feel that this bill sets
a precedent which the UMaine
Foundation must follow if it is
to uphold the ideals of higher
education.
On Thursday, Feb. 24, at
12:45 p.m., MPAC will stage yet
another demonstration at the
UMaine Foundation's head-
quarters at 82 Columbia St. in
Bangor.
If you would like to voice
your opinion, or simply learn
more about the Foundation's
policies in South Africa, then,
by all means, join us.
Katherine Allen
Salentine Hall
becoming minority
To the editor: have come up with a solution
that might alleviate some ot
In this day and age, Residen- their difficult problems.
tial Life is very concerned with To all those on-campus car
the decline in enrollment and owners, would you buy a house
those people who do enroll, liv- and then park five blocks from
ing scheduled to determine it? Would you be upset if so-
measures that will feasibly meone took your spot so you
counteract this increase in va- did park five blocks away and
cant housing. got a ticket? Well these are the
Stodder residents are very questions I've been asking
upset over the latest proposal to myself for weeks!
close down the complex. They I'm moving off campus
made a very admirable plea to because I can't find a parking
save their homes down there (I space in my own backyard even
say down there because 1 am a though I do buy a permit. 1
resident of Corbett Hall). consider this a very small reason
Many people are wondering to move, but something that
why I am rambling on about could have been avoided.
Residential Life concerns,.blit 1 _ I feel that Residential Life is
having to deal with big pro-
blems because of lack of atten-
tion to smaller problems.
To enhance my anger over the
parking situation, a person
needs a four wheel drive vehi-
cle to park in the gym lot.
Maybe this is an effective way
of solving the parking problem,
KEEP EVERYONE OUT!
This may be a very small
issue to even worry about but
on campus, residents are a ma-
jority and should be looked
after or they will continue their
slide to becoming a minority.
Campus used as forum
To the editor:
Mr. Hoverson, I am glad to
see that you chose to air your
views in a pubic forum such as
the Daily Maine Campus.
I believe in God, and at first
was appalled at some of your
remarks. This joke of a one-
man crusade you have under-
taken is starting to get on my
nerves. Why are you doing this,
really? Did Santa leaveyou off
his "good little boy" list at
Christmas time?
You seem to take great
pleasure in ripping apart one of
the fundamental beliefs of most
Americans.
Perhaps when you grow up
you can do more meaningful
things like pushing senior
citizens down flights of stairs.
Are you a test tube baby by any
Bill Appel
Corbett Hall
chance Mr. Hoverson?
I hope that when you sober
up you will realize just how
much of a pompous ass you
have been, and will think before
you start cutting down
something you know little or
nothing about.
Roger Peterson
Kennebec Hall
When writing
For those not overcome by apathy and wishing to write
a letter to the editor or a commentary. /faint, I ompus
welcomes them. Letters should be 300 words or less:.
commentaries. about 4.50. Name, address, and phone
number must be included. Anonymous letters are
accepted, but names will be withheld from
publication onlv under special circumstance
The Maine Campus reserves the right
to edit letters and commentaries far
length. taste. and libel.
3
Student mandate?
To the editor:
I find it funny that Chris
Boothby considers 58 percent of
the vote a "student mandate "
If my calculator has not fail-
ed me, I believe that 42 percent
of the unofficial votes were cast
AGAINST Boothby/Robbins.
Many of these voters did not
know who they were voting for.
They did, however, know who
they were voting against.
Instead of gloating over some
fantasy mandate, perhaps
Boothby and Robbins should
ask themselves why they did so
poorly. After all, they were the
only ticket on the ballot.
Congratulations to the team
of "Mick" Davis and Dave
Walker for injecting some ex-
citement into an otherwise bor-
ing event.
John Perreault
Estabrooke Hall
Think before you speak
To the editor:
In this country, we usually
have the right to voice an opi-
nion once in a while. And yes,
there will be some childish and
closed-minded people who will
condemn someone for an opi-
nion or a belief, such as the ex-
tremely closedminded Donald
Hoverson of Chadbourne Hall.
He is afraid of being intrud-
ed upon by someone who
believes in God or Jesus Christ,
and doesn't know how to deal
with his own insecurity, so he
insults and slams blindly, prov-
ing how incompetent he is on
this issue
Whether you believe in God,
Jesus Christ, a golden statue of
your own self, don't voice your
uneducated opinion, Mr.
Hoverson, unless you know
how to do it.
Some of us do believe in
God, and your referring to
Christianity as a "cult" proves
how little you think before you
speak, especially when you
referred to black cats and
broken mirrors being associated
with the such. Talk about
anti-intellectual!
I can't help it if you don't
have the capacity to understand
someone elseropinion, but you
do give a good laugh to those
of us who do! Thanks Donald!
Krista Young
Cumberland Hall
Commentary
I'd just like to add my two cents worth on the
subject of our esteemed president. Mr. Scott's com-
mentary on 2/9/87 really hit the nail on the head.
Let's have a little review on what "Slick Lick"
has done since he got here — just the highlights.
There are so many wonderful accomplishments, I
don't know where to start. How about with the
director of University Innovations -- who just hap-
pens to have worked for Slick Lick at Georgia
Southern? Isn't it nice to see the good old boy net-
work alive and well at UMaine?
Did you ever wonder why we're being subjected
to G.S. rejects? Does anyone know what a director
of University Innovations will do besides draw a
salary?
And speaking of administrators, we can all rest
easy now. The vice presidents at UMaine will no
longer be embarrassed at regional meetings and
symposiumS'becaUse now they have all been given
a salary increase to bring their salaries up to par
with the rest of New England.
Well, isn't that sp.. .1! We here at UMaine have
nothing better to go with S600,000 than to add a
few more V.P.s and raise their salaries across the
board, right?
Highlights
After all, what would the students do with that
paltry sum? I'm sure we'll never miss it.
Mandatory fees are another pearl of wisdom
that has fallen from the mouths of babes.
We will all get to go to any sporting event or
any theatre production free all year by paying thcsc
fees.
Well, isn't that special! I personally can count all
the sporting events and theatre productions that I
have been to in six years of school on one hand.
And it's not like they're free, we're paying for them
in advance
How about that mandatory Memorial Union
fee? I wouldn't mind paying this if the money were
used for student services, but salaries for a top-
heavy administration usually come first, then
operating costs, then supplies, and then, if there is
anything left, maybe some student programs.
Forget this! All this extra money to support Dale
Lick so he can support his pet, the football team?
No chance, Slick, baby.
And now, the coup de grace Slick's answer to
uniting the two Maines is through sports. Maybe
that worked at Georgia Southern, and if it did,
well, isn't that special!
Cathy Dearborn
However, here in Maine economics and
revitalization are the answer to uniting Maine.
Mutual respect, new jobs, new technology, a way
to get off welfare — these may help Maine become
a cohesive unit.
Sports are nice and they bring out spirit and in-
terest, but they are not going to help the people of
Maine
So, Slick, let's cut the crap. Believe it or not, the
athletic portion of UMaine is merely an offshoot
of the academic basis for being here Students pay
tuition and room and board to go to school and
learn something important and useful, not to go to
basketball games and pep rallies.
We as consumers are not going to stand by for
much longer while you ignore us as consumers
demanding a service, a service that we are not get-
ting, to keep up with Georgia Southern in the
sports arena.
Enough is enough! Stop wasting our money and
the taxpayers' money and start putting the funds
you have been given to work with into important
and longlasting services. Policies that work for the
benefit of all students and taxpayers in the state of
Maine. instead of just your chosen favorites.
Grow up, Slick, this is the real world!
•
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Response
Rejection of religion seen as confusion of reality
lb the editor:
In a recent edition, Donald
Hoverson naively stated that
"anyone who examines the
evidence... will come to the con-
clusion that religion is gar-
bage."
As he makes clear from the
rest of his letter, he has never
seriously considered the in-
tellectual question of the ex-
istence of a god.
If he would apply some of
this ability to think rationally he
would realize that his posture
on religion is as odious to the
thinking mind as is the blind
faith which disturbs him.
Clearly a faith which excludes
any alternative to itself limits
the mind of the believer.
Hoverson's mindless rejection
of any religion scents uncom-
fortably close to such a faith. Is
dogmatic atheism more intellec-
tually honest than a similarly
dogmatic religion -- such as
Christianity -- which seem to be
Hoverson's favorite scapegoat
(there are by the way more
beliefs than Christianity under
the umbrella of 'religion')?
The blanket refusal to con-
sider that there may be more to
the multiverse than we can im-
mediately see, or as is more
often the case, than we feel
comfortable with, sounds alar-
mingly like the position of the
Church of Galileo's time.
Admittedly', by believing in
anything which cannot readily
be proved, we concede that our
knowledge is (perhaps severely)
limited, and that we have no
supporting basis for our belief.
- However, at some point,
those who bother to search for
the nature of reality discover
that there really is a limit (which
has nothing to do with the
clumsiness of our measuring
devices) to what can be known.
By choosing what can be
known. By choosing what we
will know, we just as surely
choose what we will never be
Dark Age attitudes
To the editor
To begin with, Donald
Hoverson, religion did not creep
up from the depths of the Dark
Ages. It has been here since
people first felt the need to wor-
ship something great,
something more powerful than
themselves.
Jesus was a powerful man
who, with love and compassion,
changed the course of history.
Perhaps if your education
had taught you to think ra-
tionally you would not have
tried to whitewash religion with
science.
Science can contribute
nothing to metaphysics. Science
cannot go beyond its limits. It
can measure only that which
can be measured.
It is equally possible and in-
conceivable to say — that (a) an
indefinite god created
everything that exists, or that
(b) hydrogen and subatomic
particles have always existed
and will continue to exist
forever.
It is obvious that you,
Donald Hoverson, know
nothing of religion or the driv-
ing faith behind it. Faith or a
crutch? It doesn't matter since
you recognize neither. Tell me.
Was it a crutch that drove
thousands of Christians to their
able to know. It is at this point
that a faith of some sort must
come into the picture, when we
can no longer learn anything
new about our world.
But faith and religion need
not be, and iz fact should not
be a haven for anti-intellectuals
and other people of the type
Hoverson describes.
Given that all of us must base
life on an incomplete
knowledge, we ought at least to
have a strong plausibility argu-
ment for our beliefs.
The fact that the concept of
a god is distasteful is hardly
rigorous proof that one does
not exist, any more than an un-
shakeable belief in the validity
of sacred texts can be called
solid evidence of gods.
I resent the place which
Hoverson tries to carve for
himself among the thinking
minds of the world. His super-
ficial treatment of what he ap-
parently considers evidence
against religion suggests Only
deaths in the lion pits or at the
end of Roman swords? Was it
a crutch that drove the Mor-
mons across hundreds of
treacherous miles into Utah?
Religion does not keep peo-
ple in the Dark Ages nor will
religion cause us to regress into
another dark age.
It is thoughts like yours that
remind me of Dark Age at-
titudes. It is you who seek
justification. Those who "have
religion" need no justification;
they. live by faith.
VOW'S WOWS in slat CAL I Mint Ski
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Tom Levasseur
Chadbourne Hall
that he is an intolerant and
poorly educated, if not intellec-
tually lazy, atheist.
Whether or not his point of
view is the right one, the leap of
faith he has taken to reach it is
at least as great as that made by
the people who have a burning
desire to 'repeat the same phrase
several thousand times a day'.
If Mr. Hoverson rejects
religion, that is his privilege, but
shouldn't confuse the issues:
whether Oral Roberts has any
idea what he's talking about or
not has little to do with the ex-
istence of some kind of deity.
If such a being exists, people
didn't create it, and probably
don't know any more about it
than it decides to tell us about
itself.
While Roberts may be in dai-
ly contact with an Olympian ex-
tortionist. there is little evidence
of the type Mr. Hoverson seems
to treasure supporting the
claim.
Mr. Hoverson has confused
god, whatever he/she/it may be,
with people claim to understand
an infinite god, who must then
be limited to their understan-
ding. The limits of the people
who believe in a god cannot be
considered binding upon the
god itself.
Finally, the Bible is a collec-
tion of historical and sacred
documents, not scientific
theses. Surely Mr. Hoverson
would not expect to find a
recipe in an astronomical jour-
nal — does that mean that
astronomers don't cook?
Any English 101 student
should know that well-written
compositions deal with one
subject at a time, although
authors may write on different
topics in different works.
Expecting the authors of an-
cient religious texts to discuss
20th century science, though,
would be tantamount to asking
Mr. Hoverson for a scholarly
paper on the many worlds inter-
pretation of quantum
mechanics.
Edward Niblett
Hart Hall
Tolerate choice
To the editor:
Mr. Hoverson, you missed
my point. Entirely.
I made no references to pro-
ving what I believe, because it
can't be done and must be taken
on faith. Is personal faith in
whatever kind of god(s)
"drivel"? A lot of people think
not.
Yes, you are intolerant of
what I believe. Am 1 intolerant
of what you believe? No, Mr.
Hoverson, because we are
campus, a nation, and a world
of tremendous diversity in col-
or, race, and personal beliefs.
Is it right to attack what
others believe? Intolerance is
one of the reasons for the In-
quisition, the Holocaust, the
wars in the Middle East, and
our own race riots.
Are we going to let it con-
tinue? Are you going to force
the idea on your own children
that all religion is garbage? I am
still praying to God, whom I
know. And I'm not the only
one.
Daniel Curtis
Estabrooke Hall
Bon bicycle voyage
To the editor:
I would like to wish Cheryle
Dodge the best of luck on her
transcontinental bicycle trip to
raise money for the Maine and
American Lung Associations.
It thrills me to see a person
coming forth to give a special
resource — time. Too many
people do not take enough time
to slow down and say to
themselves, what can I do for
someone else today.
Thank you, Cheryle for tak-
ing the time to be all that you
can be. _
— 
Justin P. Kristan
York Hall
Actions commended
--1b-the editor:
I would like to commend the
members of Wilde Stein who
publicly expressed their distaste
for the work of Tom Higgins
(Maine Campais2/12/). You
were both cosrapaous and cor-
rect in doing Oa
Medea Odd ly name to the
'swims 1st of individuals who's
•:!-4 • 40$
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patience has been eithausted by
—the racist, sexist, homophobic
views of "Screwballs."
I was under the impression
that we were attending college
to expand our minds...all Mr.
Higgins has succeeded in doing
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Buddy Frankland steps back into pulpit
WATERVILLE, Maine (AP) — The
Rev. Herman C. "Buddy" Frankland,
the fundamentalist minister and political
activist who stepped down as pastor at
the Bangor Baptist Church after publicly
confessing to adultery, was back in the
pulpit during the weekend at a Wtterville
church.
Frankland delivered serrhons at mor-
ning and evening services Sunday at
Calvary Temple, where officals had in-
vited him to be a guest speaker.
"At first he refused, but then later he—
called back and said, 'The Lord told me
I had no right to turn you down:" said
Clarence Ostalkiewicz, a church
member.
Frankland, a one-time independent
candidate for governor who founded the
Bangor church in 1966 and developed its
Christian school and FM radio station,
had largely dropped from, public view
following his resignation, which came
several weeks after his public confession
in October 1985. He declined to com-
ment on his appearance Sunday.
Ostalkiesvicz said Frankland's absence
from the pulpit was "a waste."
"He's a man who has brought more
people to the Lord than anyone else in
Maine."
The assistant pastor at Calvary Tem-
ple, the Rev. Robert Genevicz, said at-
tendance was higher than usual at both
services on sunday, with about 450 peo-
ple hearing Frankland's sermon, entitl-
ed "God's Strange Choice," in the
morning.
Quoting from Corinthians, Frankland
said God "chose the foolish things of
this world to confound the wise."
"Does it bother me the world loos
upon His people as being lowly and
uneducated?" Frankland asked. "No, it
doesn't bother me one bit. I'm just
thankful there is a Christ that loves us
and forgives our sins."
The Waterville church's music
minister, Paul Dibden, called
Frankland's sermon "very inspiring."
"He clearly has made it through his
negative period and has come out the
other end," Dibden said.
When Frankland resigned as pastor in
Bangor, the church viewed by many as
the most prominent outpost of fun-
damentalism in northern New England
was overseen temporarily by the Rev.
Jerry Falwell, founder of the Moral Ma-
jority. Subsequently, a Falwell associate,
the Rev. Ken Chapman, was installed as
the new leader of the congregation.
Experimental technique aids amnesia patients
CHICAGO (AP) — A woman with a
form of amnesia that left her unable to
retain new information was able to learn
enough about computers to get a job,
thanks to an experimental technique for
instilling unconscious memories, a
researcher says.
The acomplishment "suggests there is
some hope for teaching amnesia patients
complex new knowledge, even though
they might not remember they had learn-
ed the knowledge," said Daniel
Schacter, assistant psychology professor
at the University of Toronto.
Schacter's work focused on
"anterograde" amnesia, in which the vic-
tim has difficulty recalling information
presented since the amnesia began.
The problem is frequent after severe
head injuries, and "many, many
thousands" of people have some degree
of it following such injuries,
encephalitis, ruptured blood vessels in
the brain or other causes, Schacter said.
In contrast, the better known form of
amnesia, called "retrograde" amnesia,
refers to difficulties in recalling events
that occured before the onset of the
amnesia.
Schacter and colleague Elizabeth
Glisky taught the woman her new skill,
transferring information from cards to
a computer, by training what Schacter
calls "implicit memory. "
That is information that amnesics and
normal people draw on unconciously,
Schacter explained Sunday at the annual
meeting of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science
He recounted a round of golf with an
anmesia patient who played as well as
ever, thanks to implicit memory.
But because of the man's amnesia of
"explicit" memory, he could not
remember where he hit the ball and
would forget making a tee shot only 30
seconds afterwards, Schacter said.
Such tests include those in which a
person is shown a word, and-later shown
a few letters of the word and asked to
fill the the rest with whatever comes to
mind.
Because of the "priming" effect of
having seen the word before., "the word
just seems to pop out from the frag-
ment," Schacter said. "You don't have
to try to remember seeing it."
He has used a similar technique to
teach computer skills to patients with
anterograde amnesia.
While it is too early to say how broad-
ly such techniques could be used among
amnesic patients, or whether they might
help learning-disabled children, "this is
really promising you might be able to do
those sorts of things," he said.
Navy suspends pilotless planes program
WASHINGTON — The Navy, after
losing four of five "eye-in-the-sky"
drone aircraft worth from $250,000 to
1400,000 apiece, has suspended a pro-
gram to equip warships with the pilotless
planes, military sources sky.
The embarrassing losses, involving
drones dispatched recently with the bat-
tleship Iowa, occurred over the past
month and most recently on Feb. 6, said
the sources who asked not to be named.
Four of the five drones dispatched
were lost, they said. One source said the
four drones "are in little bitty pieces."
THE GOOD
NEWS IS
YOU HAVE
HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE.
The cost of the drones depends upon
what suveillance-and camera equipment
they carry.
The Navy already had opened an in-
vestigation into the string of accidents,
the sources said. The service suspects a
number of causes, but believes one pro-
blem might involve the remote control
system for the pilotless planes.
"One of them was lost at sea when the
engine cut off," one source said. "But
one of them hit the fantail of the ship
and the other two equipped with RPV's,
or Remotely Piloted Vehicles.
,
Sims said the amphibious assault ship
Tarawa had conducted some initial tests
of the drones in the Pacific last year and
that the Iowa had conducted a final
series of successful tests in December off
the coast of Virginia. Those December
tests led to the system being declared
operational, Sims said.
The drone, which the Navy has dubb-
ed the Pioneer, resembles a model
airplane with a wing span of roughly 16
feet.
It can carry various types of sensors,
radars and TV cameras and is designed
HERFF JONES
to provide Navy surface ships with the
ability to conduct reconnaissance mis-
sions or to direct fire at targets without
calling on manned aiarplaneg from land
or aboard aircraft carriers.
The drone is driven by a single pro-
peller, weights about 400 pounds and
can remain airborne for as long as five
hours while operating at a range of up
to 110 miles. It can operate in either day
or night conditons and transmits the pic-
tures from its TV cameras directly to the
host ship.
EGI R1NG DA
TU[c.-WD. — 10 A.M.-2 PM.
OUTflDE Or Tr P[AR' D[N
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Shiite
Moslems lifted a four-month blockade
Monday and let food trucks-fri!tr two 
small Palestinian refugee camps in south
Lebanon, but there was no indication of
an end to the camp siege in Beirut.
The United Nations said the four
trucks unloaded 47 tons of flour, 90,000
cans of sardines and 564 canisters of
skim milk in al-Bass and Bourj el-
Shamali near the port of tyre.
Militiamen of the Shiite militia Amal
also allowed thousands of Palestinian
women and children from the much
larger Rashidiyeh camp to travel two
miles to Tyre to buy food. No men
merited from the camp, fearing capture
by. the Shiites.
Amal allowed a U.N. convoy carrying
food to enter Beirut's Bourj el-Barajneh
camp Saturday only after an equal
amount of food was delivered to the sur-
rounding Shiite slums.
Shiite gunmen from Amal have
blockaded the three camps 50 miles
south of Beirut since Oct. 1 as part of
12
Lebanese refugee camps
receive needed food
a campaign to keep Palestine Liberation
Organization .chief Yasser Arafat from
-Palpating the Lebanese basehe lost wi4h--
-11e-1982 Israeli invasion.
A police source in Tyre said- Amal
gunmen allowed the convoy to enteethe
two smaller camps only after they con-
fiscated "one-third of the flour."
In Beirut, officials of the United Na-
tions Relief and Works Agency, which
donated the food, would not comment
on the oplice report.
Police said two people were killed and
five wounded Monday in skirmishes
around Bourj el-Barajneh and Chatilla,
the south Beirut camps that are sur-
rounded by. Shiite slums and have been
besieged since Nov. 24. Tens of
thousands of Palestinians live in the two
camps.
The latest casualties raised the toll in
three months of Shiite-Palestinian
fighting to at least 568 killed and 1,459
wounded, by police count. The war has
continued intermittently since May 1985,
with thousands of dead of wounded.
•
American Heart
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********************************
:What will you be doing on February 20th?
GAMBLING!!
VEGAS
* Featuring:
*
*
r
Barrelhouse Boys Band
Casino Gambling
Comedians (from Boston)
4-1e,
(./
********************** ** * **** *
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See your name in print
If you'd like a chance Kt see your name next to the headlines,
come down to The Daily Maine Campus and try your luck at
writing a story. We are always looking for people to write local
news, features, profiles, fiction and do artwork.
Take .a chance, you might enjoy it.
ome to Suite 70.4ard Hall lba..ententl or call Rebecca at 81-1271
Learn German
This Summer
June 28 -
August 8, 1981
The Seventh Annual German Summer School
of the Atiantk at the University of Rhode Island in
co-openstion with the Goethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication and German
life and culture the heart of thus Sit week residency program of
intensive language study
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, lust
minutes away from Rhode Island s magnificent beaches and his-
 lock summer colonies
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to learn or
improve his or her German — from business people and
travelers to students planning work or study abroad Take
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this _total
German Language experience
fer deeds Or 'ohm Grandln
Or Otto Dornberg Co
-Directors
Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island
Kingston RI 026411 14011 792-5911
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Nazi war criminal trial begins Monday
JERUSALEM (AP) — Retired Ohio
autoworker John Demjanjuk went on
trial Monday on charges he ran gas
chambers at a Nazi death camp where
850,000 Jews died.
Holocaust survivors in the audience
wept. One shouted that Demjanjuk had
strangled his family.
Demjanjuk, who says he is innocent,
could face execution if convicted.
He is only thae second man to be tried
in Israel on Nazi war crimes charges. The
gosernment prepared for a showcase
trial to teach young Israelis about the
Holocaust during which 6 million Jews
perished in German-run death camps.
Demjanjuk, 66, who wore a brown
%lilt, entered the courtroom smiling, wav-
ed at television cameras and bellowed
Hello"
During the session, he sat hunched
over, his face expressionless, as he faced
a capacity crowd of 400 journalists and
spectators in a movie theater that had
been converted into a courtroom for the
trial.
Demjanjuk sat on a wooden stage and
several times embraced defense attorney
Mark O'Connor and kissed his son,
John Jr., who was directly behind him.
One of the spectators, camp survivor
Mordechai Fuchs, burst into tears and
accused Demjanjuk of "strangling my
entire family with his hands."
"I was there. I myself was stomped on
like a rag by Ukrainians who cooperated
with the Nazi soldiers," Fuchs scream-
ed, his voice trembling, before being led
away by Parliament member Shevah
Weiss, himself a survivor.
memo
Thursday
February 12:
Make your own pizza
4 p.m. Tr -Delta Room,
Kennebec Hall
basement.
- Tuesday
February 17:
Happy 70th Birthday
Tr -Delta! 6 p.m.,
Kennebec Hall
basement
Wednesday
February 18:
Movie Night & Study
Break 7 p.m., Ken-
nebec Hall basement
The indictment charges Demjanjuk
was the notorious guard "Ivan the ltrri-
ble" who beat and tortured victims
before turning on the gas chamber
engines at Treblinka, a death camp in
German-occupied Poland, in 1942 and
1943.
He is charged with "crimes against the
Jewish people, crimes against humani-
ty, war crimes and crimes against
persecuted persons."
Demjanjuk pleaded innocent when his
trial began Nov. 26. The trial was recess-
ed the same day to give the defense time
to prepare its case.
"John Demjanjuk stands accused of
responsibility for the most terrible and
heinous crimes in history," prosecutor
Yonah Blattman said in his opening
statement.
O'Connor has maintained his client is
a victim of mistaken identity. "This man,
John Demjanjuk, has never been in any
death camp in any capacity," the
defense attorney said.
He said the Ukrainian-born Demjan-
juk was captured by the Germans in 1941
while serving with the Soviet army and
was interned at the Chelm camp for
prisoners of war near Treblinka.
O'Connor also said the case against
his client should be dismissed specifying
he would be tried for murder, not war
crimes.
But Judge Dos Levine, chairman of
the three-member panel hearing the case,
rejected the argument, saying "the (U.S.
extradition) document made it clear that
by murder, it meant all the crimes men-
tioned by the extradition request."
,Human rights topic at
peace conference
MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail S. Gor-
bachev told an international peace con-
ference Monday the Soviet Union is
changing its approach to human rights
"for all to see," but not because of
Western pressure.
The Kemlin leader repeated Soviet op-
position to the American space-based
defense project known as "Star Wars"
and accussd the White House of
"trampling" on agreements he and Presi-
dent Reagan reached at their 1985
Geneva summit to spur arms control
negotiations. r
There will be "no second Noah's Ark
for a nuclear deluge," he said. "We
(have) rejected any right for leaders of
a country, be it the U.S.S.R., the U.S. or
another, to pass a death sentence on
mankind.
"We are not judges and the billions of
people are not crithinals to be punish-
ed, so the nuclear guillotine must be
broken."
Soviet arms control proposals show
his government's "and preparedness to
give up its status of a nuclear power and
reduce all other weapons to a minimum
of reasonable sufficiency."
Gorbachev delivered his hour-long ad-
dress in the Grand Kremlin Palace on the
final day of a world forum on peace and
desarmament that brought about 1,300
Soviet and foreign scientists, Film stars,
doctors, businessmen and other public
figures together in Moscow.
He did not make neve' proposals on
disarmament as some had predicted, but
stressed Soviet proposals make at the
Reykjavik summit last October and a
plan he announced in January 1986 for
eliminating nuclear weapons by the year
2000.
Gorbachev indicated the Soviet Union
would resume nuclear tests following an
18-month freeze.
He got a warm reception from the au-
dience crowded into the cream -colored
Karemlin hall and was interrupted 20
times by applause.
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Contact: Captain Root, 581-1386
Air Force ROTC, 164 College Avenue
(between Campus Police building
and School of Nursing)
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Sports
WHILE YOU'RE AHEAD.
VAmericanHeartAssociation
WE'RE FGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
Thw space onyi,oec a public serwce
SPEAK-UP
THE PARTING - Americans, for the most part, choose to
ignore death. However, in some societies, death is not ig-
nored, but is made an intermeshed part of living. An ex-
cellently photographed documentary of life and death in a
remote European village. No narrative film could match the
depth of this film's comment about the acceptance of death.
HOST Rev. Thomas Chittick, Chaplain, Maine Christian
Association.
Wednesday, 3:15pm, Sutton Lounge
SKI & EAT
Whine and Colby Hi!leis
Invite you to a
"Ski & Lunch" Party
Sunday, February 22 at
Ben Loch Farms-
Cross Country Skiing For All
(rentals available)
For Information, Times and Transportation call.
Charles Adelberg 581-3155 David 581-4523 • Karen 581-4515
Smimmers victorious in
dual meet_fip ale
by Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's swim l and diving team ended their dual meet
season with a convincing 125-58 victory over New Hampshire at Durham Fri-
day, and now will prepare for post-season action scheduled for early March.
Maine completed their regular season in fine fashion, capturing first place
finishes in all 13 events and also establishing pool records in two of the events.
Senior Tom Rawding swam the 400 yd. individual medley in 4:23.47 for
a new record, and classmate Dewey Wyatt finished the 200 yd. breaststroke
in 2:10.54 to break the previous mark at the UNH pool.
The Black Bears, never really challenged by the New Hampshire squad at
all during the meet, were able tb switch things around and try a few things
differently, Coach Alan Switzer said.
Maine received double wins from Russ Verby (1650 yd. freestyle, 200-yd.
backstroke), Tom SawYer (50 yd. freestyle, 100 yd. freesty1e), and Brad This.*IL
(one-meter dive, three-meter dive) to pace the Bears.
"Rawding and Verby both swam in championship events (400 yd. individual
medley, 1650 yd. freestyle) and did real well," Alan Switzer said.
The Maine coach was also pleased with the efforts of freshman Kevin Broad
in the 50 yd. freestyle, who swam the event in 22.47, just .01 seconds off the
pace of Sawyer.
Maine finished the season with a 10-2 record, and will now prepare for
the Eastern Championships on March 5-7 at Cleveland State University.
Switzer expects West Virginia, Villanova, and St. Bonaventure to be the
dominant teams at the meet, but feels that there is a lot of parity among the
rest of the teams competing and Maine will have a legitimate shot at fourth
or fifth.
"They (West Virginia, Villanova, St. Bonaventure) are just too strong and
too deep," Switzer said. "The rest of the teams will be competitive.
"Cleveland State, Notre Dame, and Marshall all have some good swim-
mers, but we've got a good shot at fourth or fifth."
Stillwater Village Apt. now accepting applica-
tions for September. One, two, and three bedroom
apt. available starting at $395 per month. Includes
heat and hot water. Reserve now for fall.
Call 866-2658.
Attention Dean's List Students
Students are now being considered for
nomination to the National Dean's List • the largest
recognition publication for college students. Each
student nominated will also become eligible for
one of the twenty-five $1,000 scholarships. For
more information, please stop in at the Student
Activities Office, Memorial Union.
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Black Bear grapplers take it on the chin
by Christopher Hames
'Staff Writer
Injuries and a lack of wrestlers in cer-
tain weight divisions made it a difficult
weekend for the UMaine wrestling team.
Maine lost big to squads from the
University of New Hampshire,
Springfield College, and Boston Univer-
sity in a four-way matchup at BU Satur-
day afternoon.
Team scoring was as follows: UNH 48,
Maine 3; Springfield 39, Maine 12; and
Rt_l 51, Maine 0.
Despite the overall results, Maine did
muster a few noteworthy individual
victories.
Roger Baldacci defeated UNH's John
Kongsuik, 7-2, in the 134-pound class,
while co-captain Pat Kelly shut out Gary
Alford of Springfield, 8-0, in a matchup
of 150-pounders.
Maine's other co-captain, Carl
Cullenberg, wrestling with a back ail-
ment, was declared winner by fall 3:10
into his match with Springfield's Dan
Ross.
According to Maine's first-tar coach
Frank Spizuoco, Cullenberg's back is
still "a little stiff, " but should be bet-
ter for the team's next match this
weekend.
Spizuoco said cold temperatures in-
side-the facility at BU certainly didn't
make life any easier for Cullenberg, or
any of the other members of the team
for that matter.
"It must have been hovering around
40 degrees in there," Spizuoco said.
Spizuoco said the UMaine team has
a lot to do before it's ready for the New
England championships on March 7.
He said the squad will have to face a
strong Central Connecticut team this
Saturday in New Britain.
"1 think Central Connecticut is going
to be the team to beat this season, even
though BU has won New Englands the
last five years," Spizuoco said.
He said Maine will have to get a full
line-up together in order to have any suc-
cess against Central Conn.
Winter Camping
On The Mall
When: Mon. afternoon Feb. 16th
thru Wed. night Feb. 18th
Where: On the mall in front of
the library.
Would you know how to survive in the wilderness?
WINTER CAMPING CAN BE FUN AND COMFORTABLE
Come learn about snow shelters and winter
dress. Snowcamp construction begins Monday
afternoon and Maine Bound people will be on hand
to answer questions thru Wednesday night.
Everyone is welcome to stop by or come get
involved! If you'd like to help build our Quincy,
just bring a shovel and stop by in front of the
Library on the mall on Monday afternoon.
THERE WILL BE FREE GORP AND PLENTY OF SMILING FACES!
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Maine is losing too many matches to
forfeits because it lacks wrestlers in the
I18-pound and heavyweight divisions, he
said.
"We've got to get healthy,"
Spizuoco said.
A long-term solution to Spizuoco's
personnel problems may be found in an
Open Wrestling Tournament to be
hosted at UMaine later this month,
(Campus photo)
where he might perhaps find recruits for
next year's team.
The tournament, scheduled for Satur-
day. Feb. 28 at Memorial Gym, is open
to all high school or college-level persons
who are interested in wrestling and not
currently affiliated with a team.
More information can be obtained
from Coach Spizuoco, Memorial Gym,
-1074.
OPEN RUSH
TAU EPSILON PHI 
FRATERNITY
Tuesday -- 17th at 6:00
Movie Night
Star Trek 1, 2, & 3
Wednesday-- 18th
 at R:Iln
Mexican Supper
Tacos, Burritos, Chili, etc.
Jalepeno eating contest after supper
with prizes.
All male undergraduates are welcome to attend.
Come and see the advantages a fraternity has to
offer. TEP is located 3 houses past the Alfond
Arena.(The house with the purple stripe.)
ALL /10.. 
.411,AIL AIL Allk
ala
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Win a pizza!
Just by filling out this survey
We at The Daily Maine Campus would greatly appreciate it if you would take
the time to answer this survey. We are interested in knowing how the audience
thinks we can improve.
Simply mark off your answers, fold this page so that our address is clearly
displayed, and drop it in campus mail. You don't need to include your name. unless
you want to be eligible to win a pizza.
Thanks for your input. Results will be published Feb. 24.
1. How many days per week do you see The Daily Maine
Campus?
a. 5 days
4 days
c 1 - 3 days
S . none
2. How many days per week do you read two or more items
in TDMC?
1 4 - 5
2 2 3
3 0 • 1
3. (Persons who read the paper fewer than two days per
week) Why don't you read TDMC more often?
a not enough time
b its not avalable
c. not interested
C. other
1 Rate the local news coverage.
a. excellent
b very good
c good
d. fair
e. poor
5. Rate the national news coverage
a.too much
tk not enough
C a good balance
.
e magazine
f world/ US news
_ g. sports
11. Rate the appearance of photos in TDMC.
a excellent
b very good
c good
C. fair
e. poor
12. Rate the use of photos in TDMC
a. excellent
b very good
o good
d fair
e. poo,
13. Rate the appearance of the editorial page
a excellent
b very good
C good
d fair
e. poor
14. Rate the quality of the editorials.
a_ excellent
b. very good
c good
cl fair
e poor
20. Should TDMC hav,.
a. more comics
b. fewer comics
c. same amount of comics
21. Rate the sports coverage In TDMC.
a. excellent
b. very good
c. good
S . fair
e. poor
22. Which o4 the following would you like to see more sports
coverage of?
a. club
b. women s
c intramu,a1
23. Do you like the new sports conference standing and
weekend schedule chart that appears each Friday?
a. yes
S. ye5. Out it should include more
C. no
24. Should there be a weekly listing Of Intramural sports
standings?
a_ ot all teams
S . of some of the more popular sports
C sot at all
23. Should more national sports be Included on a regular
basis?
6 How would you rate the reporting in TDMC?
a. always balanced
b balanced
c seldom balanced
7 Rate the quality of staff written articles.
a. excellent
b very good
c. good
d. fair
e. poor
8 During your time al UNIaine. do you think the student
newspaper has:
a improved substartial, v
S improved
C . stayed the Same
d. gone down hill
9 Which section of the newspaper do you like the besl.
a_ front page
S . response page
c. comics
Cl editorial page
e. magazine
I . world'US news
g. sports
10. Rate the sections of TDMC.
a. front page
b response page
c comics
cl editorial page
15. Rate the qualRy of the columns on the editorial pages.
a excellent
b. very good
c. good
d fair
e poor
16. Do you like the fact that the Verbatim section has
returned?
a yes
b no
c. don't care
17. What kinds of articles would you like to see in Verbaum.
Please rank them in order of preference.
__a. fiction
.b. in depth interviews
new features
_O. point/counterpoint
columns
 I. commentaries
16. How important are cartoons to you as a reader?
a very important
b important
c not important
19. How well do you enjoy the student
Screwballs.
a very
b somewhat
c not at all '
drawn cartoon
a. yes, it it is college sports
b. yes. in a brief format like ''News Briefs"
c no
24. Is the use of profanity in cartoons, letters to the editor,
commentaries, and columns offensive?
a all the time
b. often
c rarely
d. never
25. Do you think TDMC should edit letters and common.fades to exclude profanity?
a. always
b. sometimes
c never
26. Which of the following areas of the university communi-
ty would you like to se* spotlighted in a weekly column?
a faculty and staff news such as workshops arc
promotions
b. fraternity and sorority news
c non-traditional student news
e dormitory news
27. What form of advertising appeals to you most
a alcohol
S. food
o coupons
d percent oft
e clothes
Please fold along the dotted lines, with address showing, tape or staple it together, and place this survey in the Campus mail. Thanks.
Please include your name and phone lumber here if you wish to be in the drawing for a S10 gift certificate toyour favorite pizza establishment:
.\‘‘'' The Daily Maine Campus
Reader Survey
Suite 7A Lord Hall
University of Maine
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